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WHY THIS STUFF?

The interest in Ludics from my perspective is the idea that what
Sellars proposes is a kind of Enactive computationalism, two
positions that over the years have been thought to be completely
antithetical to one another.



Normativity and Naturalism

Sellars is both a radical normativist and a radical naturalist, so to
reconcile both we need to firmly index the ability of corporified and
situated beings to reason, in relation to their environment and the
navigational skills required to do so.



From transcendental psychology to the logical structure of
language

Carnap considers that meaning as the source of the intersubjective
comprehensibility of language must have its source in something
”shared” by all speakers, a normative structure that constitutes
thought. This is the kantian insight that through Carnap’s reading
of Frege and Wittgenstein is the move from transcendental
psychology to that of the logical structure of language. This is
logical positivism’s materialization of the transcendental and it is
what locates the conditions of possibility of meaningfulness in a
sphere of human matters. These are the product of humanity’s
own work, entirely contingent.



WHAT MAKES INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIAL

My impression is that Ludics gives credence to Magnani/Woods
notion of logic as the interactive expansion of computational
capabilities that the externalization of mental resources provide.
By accounting for Language as providing a computational
structure for the constitution of reason, but not positing this as a
result of transcendental constitution. This alliance opens us an
avenue to be able to conceive of an enactive computationalism.



THE BLIND SPOT

The point at which a field of knowledge, or possible knowledge,
has necessary recourse to a structuring principle which it cannot
itself articulate within that field.



THE BLIND SPOT OF LOGIC

A logic is deemed ”sound” if, and only if, the proofs permitted by
its syntactical rules preserve truth, that is, that the conclusion of a
proof will not be false unless one or more of its premises is false.



THE BLIND SPOT OF LOGIC

A ∧ B IS TRUE ⇐⇒ A IS TRUE AND B IS TRUE
A ∨ B IS TRUE ⇐⇒ A IS TRUE OR B IS TRUE
A =⇒ B IS TRUE ⇐⇒ TRUE A IMPLIES B IS TRUE
¬A IS TRUE ⇐⇒ A IS NOT TRUE
(∀x)A(x) ⇐⇒ A(i) is true for ALL interpretations i of x.
(∃x)A(x) ⇐⇒ A(i) is true for SOME interpretations i of x.



THE BLIND SPOT OF LOGIC

For girard the blind spot of logic is the necessity of a recursive
structure to justify each of its instantiations, each level resorts to
an upper meta level in order to justify the lower level.



SEQUENT CALCULUS

A, B, C ` D, E, F
means that (A and B and C) implies (D or E or F).



DE MORGAN TRANSFORMATIONS

NOT ( A or B ) := NOT A and NOT B
NOT ( A AND B ) := NOT A or NOT B
NOT NOT A := is A
NOT ( A TRUE IMPLIES B TRUE ) := NOT ( NOT A or B ) /
NOT NOT A and NOT B / A and NOT B
NOT ALL OF X A := THERE EXISTS NOT A
NOT THERE EXISTS A := NOT ALL OF X NOT A



SEQUENT CALCULUS RULES
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SEQUENT CALCULUS RULES



THE INVERSE OF SEQUENT CALCULUS RULES



CUT ELIMINATION

1 - Γ ` A
2 - Π,A ` B
3 - Γ, Π ` B



LINEAR LOGIC RULES



LINEAR LOGIC RULES



GAME SEMANTICS

Proof theory studies logical operators in terms of their roles within
formal proof systems (A proves B).
Model theory studies logical operators in terms of their
correspondences with independent set-theoretic constructions,
focusing on the consequence relation between formulas given a
semantic interpretation through these correspondences (A is a
semantic consequence of B).



GAME SEMANTICS

The basic idea behind both GTS and dialogical logic is that
sentences/formulas (syntax) can be interpreted as propositions
(semantics) by identifying them with particular games.
These games are governed by the same basic rules: they are
asymmetric competitions between two players (defender/attacker,
proponent/opponent, or myself/nature), the players always have
the same basic moves available to them, and the game ends when
one player loses.



INTERACTION AS COMPUTATION

Giorgi Japaridze recognizes in these developments a formal theory
of interaction, which establishes interaction as computation. It
states that the tasks that computers are often employed for are
interactive, where both the system and the environment exchange
information through observable actions.



LUDICS

From
The meaning of logical rules is to be found in preservation of truth.
to
The meaning of logical rules is to be found in the rules themselves.



LUDICS

A ` is equivalent to ` ¬A
Attacking A is equivalent to defending not A
In this respect, negation is a switch-role operator that maps the
legal moves of two players,falsifier and verifier, into one another.



LUDICS

A pitchfork is the ludic analogue of ”sequent”. There are two
kinds of pitchforks
`
∧

positive
ξ `

∧
negative

where ξ is a locus, and
∧

is a finite set of loci.



LUDICS

ξ, ξ.0,ξ.0.1,ξ.0.1.1,ξ.0.1.2,ξ1...
` ξ to ξ.0 ` to ` ξ.0.1
COMPOUND A&B, ATOMIC A and B into locations ξ and
sublocation ξ.0 and ξ.1



MOTIVATION FOR LUDICS

?



LUDICS AND LANGUAGE

?



CATEGORICAL INTERPRETATION

?
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